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F
or many decades, the future of transit in
the United States has suffered from
failure to address an extremely important

issue: What is the purpose of mass transit?
What is transit supposed to accomplish?

As the old saying goes, if you don’t know
where you’re going, then any road will get you
there. Because there is not a commonly
accepted concept of the purpose of mass transit
in this nation, either on a national, state,
regional, or local basis, there has been a failure
to develop and implement proper plans for
transit agencies and related governmental units
to accomplish this purpose.

To illustrate the results of this lack of purpose
in transit planning, let us first examine recent
transit projects in San Antonio and Los
Angeles.

SAN ANTONIO1

The Board of VIA Metropolitan Transit in
San Antonio recently placed a ¼¢ sales tax
referendum before its constituents to fund an
enhanced transit system, principally a 53.47
mile, three-line light rail system. While the
sales tax referendum was defeated by a 70%-
30% margin, certain factors in the light rail
plan provide a look into common practices in
the national debate on transit mode decision-
making practices.

Proponents of light rail in San Antonio
followed a common pattern in their
marketing plan presented to the voters.
Proponents were faced with the usual
challenge: developing a transportation mode
that would appear to provide significant
improvements to transportation system users,
ensuring geographic coverage broad enough to
attract votes from most physical sectors, while
keeping costs low enough to not offend
financial sensitivities. As is often the case, this
presented major problems. Subsequently, the
costs per mile of the proposed system were
projected at $26.48 million per mile, down
49% from $44.45 million in the prior plan.
This cost was only 38% of the average cost of
the light rail systems presented to the federal
government for funding in that year and was
lower than any of the thirteen competing
projects.

When this low cost was utilized to attack the
feasibility of the plan, the response was to
repeatedly state that the plan was practical,
largely because of the low cost of construction
in San Antonio. However, several
questionable items were found when the
detailed financial plan was produced. For
example, it was found that the cost of light
rail vehicles was slightly under $1.1 million
each – less than one-third of the actual market
cost. The rail proponents responded that the
figure was correct because the plan anticipated
using a small-sized rail car, currently planned
for use in Portland, Oregon, that cost only
$1.3 million.

This gambit was evidently not entirely

1 All data drawn from Texas Public Policy Foundation,
Wendell Cox and Thomas A. Rubin, Trolley Folly – A
Feasibility Analysis of VIA’s Light Rail Plan, April
2000.



successful. First, the actual cost of the Portland
car for use in San Antonio would be above
$1.3 million, probably in the $1.5-1.7 million
range. Second, it was never explained how the
plan anticipated using rail cars that cost $1.3
million, but the plan provided for less than
$1.1 million for each car. Third, the cars were
so small that they had less passenger carrying
capacity than a standard 40-foot transit bus –
approximately 32 seats on the rail cars vs. 43
on buses – and the operating plan called for
single car trains on at least one, and probably
two, of the three light rail lines, with ten
minute headways. In other words, if the
proponents recovery attempts were to be
believed, San Antonio voters were being asked
to spend $1.4 billion for a light rail system
that would require over two decades to
implement and, when completed, would have
significantly less passenger carrying capacity
than many existing VIA bus lines, with little or
no speed advantage.

VIA’s credibility was also considerably hurt by
an 87.5% increase in transit fares that it had
implemented at the beginning of its 1996
fiscal year, from 40¢ to 75¢. The reason for
this increase – perhaps the largest one-time
percentage increase in recent U.S. transit
history – was said to be lack of fiscal resources.
When it was shown that VIA had cash balances
equal to a full year’s worth of operating costs,
the Board lost great credibility – and the
transit-dependent voters of San Antonio
proved to have a long memory.

This fare increase did save VIA considerably on
its operating costs; total operating subsidies
went down $6.66 million, or 13.3%, from
FY95 to FY96. However, annual ridership fell
9.58 million, or 20.2%, a huge one-year loss
of ridership.

The loss of 9.58 million riders from the fare
increase was interesting when compared to the
projected ridership of the light rail system –
going up in stages with the four components
of the light rail system, adding 4.37 million in
2008, 8.04 million in 2013, 12.72 million in
2018, and finally 16.21 million in 2021. In

other words, the ridership from massive
spending on light rail would not exceed the
ridership lost from the fare increase until 18
years into the plan. Even when all the lines
were completed, the gain from light rail
would only be about 69% higher than what
was lost by the inopportune fare increase in a
single year. Since generally two-thirds of light
rail riders in the U.S. are former bus riders,
the net positive impact of light rail was
obviously questionable.

While one of the benefits widely touted for
light rail was a reduction in road congestion,
an analysis of Texas Department of
Transportation (TxDOT) and VIA’s own
model runs showed that, compared to the
“no-build” alternative, light rail would reduce
auto usage by only 0.4% – or considerably
less than a bad flu day would generate. While
it is rare for light rail to have any significant
impact on traffic congestion, in San Antonio,
where the main problem area was east-west
traffic north of the central business district
(CBD), it would be particularly difficult for
North-South light rail lines to have much
impact.

The already shaky prospect for the success of
the light rail tax vote was further diminished
when the League of United Latin American
Citizens (LULAC) and the Texas Justice
Foundation (TJF) filed a lawsuit against VIA
for improperly utilizing tax dollars for
political purposes. The Court entered a
temporary and then permanent injunction
against VIA prohibiting publicity that was
deemed to be advocating the passage of a
political measure. 

In summary, the combination of a very poor
plan and determined opposition led to the
most overwhelming defeat of a rail tax plan in
U.S. history.

LOS ANGELES

As this paper is being completed, the latest,
and almost undoubtedly final, segment of the
Red Line subway is being opened to service to



the San Fernando Valley (Los Angeles). It is
interesting to trace the history of cost and
ridership projections for this line:

• The first official projections, in 1983,
were 376,000 boardings a day
(working weekdays) in the year 2000
on an 18.6 mile system for a total
capital cost of $2.352 billion (1983
dollars).2 These are the principal
benefits and costs that were utilized to
sell the project to the local authorities
and State and federal funding partners.

As is common in the industry,
following approval of the project, the
Los Angeles County Metropolitan
Transit Authority (MTA) began
revising its ridership projections
downward and its cost projections
upward.

• Following a forced realignment of the
system, the next set of projections, in
1989, were 298,000 daily boardings
on a “17.4" mile3 system at a cost of
$3,024 million (1985 dollars).4

• The next projection was made just
prior to the opening of the second to
last, and most important segment,
from Wilshire/Vermont to
Hollywood/Vine, in 1999:  125,000
daily boardings for the full line and
80,000 for the line without the final,
Valley Section.5

• Service to Hollywood/Vine began in
July of 1999.  However, even though
many bus lines were terminated or
rerouted to bring bus riders to, or
force bus riders to use, the Red Line,
the ridership has failed to meet the
80,000 projection, averaging slightly
under 60,000.6

• In March of 2000, after the opening
of the Hollywood/Vine segment, but
prior to the opening of the North
Hollywood leg, the MTA staff made
a presentation to the MTA Board
recommending the termination of the
express bus lines from the Valley to
the Los Angeles central business
district.  This presentation projected
that total Red Line daily ridership
would be 100,000 if the express bus

2 U.S. Department of Transportation (U.S. DOT)
Urban Mass Transportation Administration
(UMTA)/Southern California Rapid Transit District
(SCRTD), Draft Environmental Impact Statement and
Environmental Impact Report – Los Angeles Rapid
Transit Project – Metro Rail, June 1983, pages S-6
and S-7.

3 Although the “official” length of this line has always
been stated as 17.3 or 17.4 miles, the actual revenue
miles – the universally accepted method of
measurement – is 15.8 miles, by author’s
measurement.  The main origin of the difference was
the first segment, “MOS-1" (minimum operable
segment), which was described as 4.4 miles.  This
distance includes the ‘tail track” back to the operating
yard and the various storage and maintenance tracks
in the yard.  By author’s personal measurement of
MOS-1, the total revenue mileage is 2.97 miles.

4 DOT UMTA/SCRTD, Final Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement/Subsequent
Environmental Impact Report – Los Angeles Rapid
Transit Project – Metro Rail, July 1989, page S-4-2.

5 Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation
Authority (MTA – the successor agency to SCRTD)
press release, “L.A. City College Art Students Do
Best Impression of Picasso By Creating Stunning
Subway Posters, Judgement Day Nears,” April 26,
1999.  See also MTA press releases,
“Vermont/Hollywood Line Testing Starts April 24;
Schedule Will Affect Service to Wilshire/Western,”
April 8, 1999 and “Visibility of Police Officers,
Seismic and Fire Safeguards Create Safe
Environment for Metro Red Line Users,” April 13,
1999.

6 Simple average of Red Line working weekday
ridership as reported by MTA on its web site for the
months August 1999 to April 2000 is 59,808. 
Ridership has been very consistent over this period,
with a low of 57,825 (December) and a high of
63,325 (April), with no particular upward or
downward trend.



lines were not terminated.7

• In May of 2000, MTA made its final
pre-opening projection of 80,000 daily
boardings after terminating the express
bus lines in the corridor which had the
effect of boosting ridership on the light
rail line.8

• MTA’s final “admitted” cost
projection for the full Red Line (not
including various planning and design
studies and related work for Red Line
sections that have now been
abandoned) is approximately $4.503
billion (in 1993 dollars).9

Therefore, we have seen the projected ridership
on this line fall from the 376,000, that was
used to justify it to the public and funding
partners, to 80,000, a falloff of 79%.10

Of course, the 80,000 projection appears to
be a classic “lowball” projection that will
allow MTA to gleefully exclaim that ridership
exceeds expectations if it comes in, for
example, at 90,000 or 100,000. Given that
the Hollywood/Vine ridership was 60,000
prior to the opening of the North Hollywood
segment, the riders from canceled express bus
lines alone should bring the North
Hollywood ridership to approximately
80,000. There is a long history of such a
pattern of ridership projections, both at MTA
and throughout the transit industry.

Going back to the original 1983 projected
capital cost of $2.352 billion, and converting
it to 1993 dollars to be comparable to the 
$5.5-$6.0 billion actual cost, we get $3.349

7 Jeffrey L. Rabin, “Hollywood Subway a Box Office
Bust,” Los Angeles Times, March 19, 2000.

8 MTA, Proposed Budget For the Fiscal Year Ending
June 30, 2001, Appendix 5: FY01 Modal Operating
Statistics,” shows Heavy Rail (Red Line) boardings of
24,952,000 for the year. Converting this annual
figure to one for working weekdays by utilizing the
313.243 annual: working weekday ratio calculated
from MTA, 1999 National Transit Database report
to Federal Transit Administration (FTA), Form 406
HR DO (Transit Agency Service – Heavy Rail –
Directly Operated) produces 79,657.

9 MTA, MTA Metro Construction – Executive Report –
Rail Program Status, January 1999, “Executive
Summary – Rail Program Status as of January 1999,
page 1, sum of “MTA Approved Budget” for Red
Line Segments 1, 2, and 3 North. This does not
include $151 million of “Expenditures to Date” for
Red Line Segments 3 Mid-city and East Side, which
have been more-or-less canceled due to a popular
vote to forbid spending funds on subways in
November 1998 (Proposition A, not to be confused
with the 1980 Proposition A that established the
first ½¢ transit sales tax in Los Angeles County).

10 However, in making these comparisons, it should be
remembered that the 1983 projections were made on
the basis of a “zone” fare structure that would have
included higher charges for longer trips, such as from
the Valley to the CBD, while the actual fare structure

is “flat,” with no zone charges. In fact, MTA has
even provided for free transfers from the bus lines
that were terminated to force riders on to the Red
Line. If these lower fares were included in the early
ridership projections, undoubtedly the ridership
projection would have been considerably higher.

As to costs, MTA has utilized a variety of
techniques to minimize the reported costs of its Red
Line expenditures in violation of both Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) and
California State Statutes (California Public Utilities
Code § 130513), including: not including
capitalized interest on funds borrowed for
construction purposes prior to revenue operations,
ignoring many direct costs by not including them
as project costs, not allocating many indirect costs
(contract audit, accounting and finance, human
resources, procurement and stores etc.) required for
the project as project costs, not counting many
planning and design costs (including those for
canceled Red Line segments), and pretending that
certain other costs will not exist ,such as the public
liability/property damage costs for the extensive
problems caused by the Hollywood Boulevard
sinkhole and related construction problems. In fact,
the differences are so extensive that, instead of
GAAP, MTA is utilizing what financial
accountants may refer to as “Completely Rejected
Accounting Principles.” All in all, I calculate the
actual costs of the Red Line as well in excess of $5.5
billion and perhaps exceeding $6 billion (current
year of expenditure dollars).



billion,11 so the total capital cost increased over
70% from the original projection. On an
inflation-adjusted cost per mile basis (1993
dollars), it almost exactly doubled from
approximately $180 million to approximately
$360 million.

The Red Line was built at twice the cost per
mile and attracted 21% of the projected
ridership – not exactly a record to be proud of.

ATLANTA12 

The Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit
Authority (MARTA) was one of the first
transit agencies in the U.S. in the last half of
the 20th Century to combine a dedicated sales
tax and a plan to build a major heavy rail
system.  While the approach has had certain
successes in increasing transit usage, MARTA’s
service area has been limited, by local political
considerations, to two counties, including the
City of Atlanta, while the several “collar”
counties have virtually no transit operations at
all.  Atlanta has become the national laboratory
for urban sprawl, with major growth in
commuter travel lengths, traffic congestion,
and air quality problems that have led the

Federal government to impose major
restrictions on the use of Federal funding for
road expansion.

While MARTA has several fare media that
provide good value for riders, including passes
and free transfers, its current adult cash fare of
$1.50 is the second highest among all U.S.
urban transit operators, after the Southeastern
Pennsylvania Transportation Authority in
Philadelphia’s $1.60, and the highest when
cost-of-living is taken into account.  MARTA
also has by far the highest farebox recovery
ratio of any “Sunbelt” multi-modal transit
operator, far higher than Dallas, Denver,
Houston, Los Angeles, Miami, Phoenix,
Portland, San Diego, San Jose, or Seattle.
Despite this, MARTA’s FY01 budget
included a fare increase to $1.75, to become
effective January 1, 2001.

MARTA operates under interesting
requirements in its State enabling legislation. 
One requires it to maintain an operating ratio,
as statutorily defined, of at least 35% of the
prior year’s operating expenses; another
requires it to spend 50% of its local sales tax
collections on capital improvements.  While
these requirements were understandable when
they were first implemented decades ago, as
the MARTA rail system increased in size, they
began to present problems.  The oldest
sections of the MARTA heavy rail system are
now over twenty years old and beginning to
require major capital renewal and
replacement.  At the same time, as the rail
system matures, the costs to operate it have
increased.  The 50% requirement ensures that
there will be very significant funding that can
be used for only one major purpose, further
rail system expansion, while, at the same time,
the 35% test requires that fares be continually
increased.  However, the fare increases lead to
loss of ridership, producing a strange situation
where there is plenty of funding to expand the
rail system to attract new riders, while the
requirement to increase fares to maintain the
operating recovery ratio drives away existing
riders.

11 MTA claims that the construction cost index for its
projects is approximately 82% of the Consumer Price
Index (MTA, A Plan for Los Angeles County –
Transportation for the 21st Century, Adopted March
1995, page 114). The CPI (Urban) for greater Los
Angeles was 99.1 for 1983 and 150.3 for 1994 (U.S.
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics), an
increase of 51.7%. 82% of this is 42.4%.

12 This section is based on data drawn from
Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority, FY01
Recommended Operating and Capital Fund Budget –
Fiscal Year July 1, 2000 Through June 30, 2001, April
20, 2000; Professor Robert D. Bullard, Ware
Professor and Director, Environmental Justice
Resource Center, Clark Atlanta University letter to
William R. Mosley, Jr., Chair, MARTA, June 1,
2000; and Thomas A. Rubin, “Comparison of
Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority Fares
to those of ‘Top 30' U.S. Transit Operators,” May 2,
2000, “MARTA Financial Status and Proposed Fare
Increase,” May 2000, and “Proposed MARTA Fare
Increase – Major Points,” June 2000.



Although the 35% and 50% tests will come
into play in FY03, they will not pose any
requirements upon MARTA to raise fares
throughout FY01 and FY02 (ending June 30,
2002).  Despite this, MARTA staff is insisting
upon proceeding with the proposed fare
increase on schedule.

Two events in the upcoming year pose an
interesting comparison.  MARTA staff projects
that the proposed fare increase will cause a 5%
loss of riders; interestingly, MARTA staff also
projects that the opening of two rail stations
on its North Line will increase total system
ridership by the same 5% at almost the same
time.  Since the loss of existing riders is
projected to be almost exactly equal to the gain
in new riders, it is interesting to compare what
MARTA is willing to spend, and not willing to
spend, to retain, or to gain, ridership.

The direct capital cost of the 2.0 mile, two
station rail expansion is $464.0 million,
including the rail cars that MARTA specifically
identifies as required to operate service to
them.  (I’m not including any cost for any of
the significant support capital costs that will be
required to operate these extension, such as the
$170 million rail car rehabilitation program,
the $289 million rail car operating and
maintenance facility, or the $116 million fare
collection system.)  Using the FTA “new
starts” costing procedure and annualizing these
costs over the assets’ useful lives at 7%, this
works out to approximately $34.9 million per
year.  The annual operating cost increase for
this rail extension is approximately $4.8
million, while on-going capital renewal and
replacement, at a nominal 1% of the original
capital cost of $4.6 million, produces a total
annualized cost of approximately $44.3
million to operate these two stations. 
Deducting $4.8 million in additional fare
revenue produces a net increase in subsidies of
$39.5 million.

Shifting to the 5% of the riders that would be
lost through the fare increase, the annualized
net increase in fares that would be forgone
would be $6.6 million.  In order to carry these

additional riders, I have assumed that annual
operating costs would increase $4.2 million. 
Annualizing the capital costs for this
additional service, which I estimate at over
$22 million over a period equal to the useful
life of the rail assets, at $1.1 million, plus $.2
million per year of on-going capital renewal
and replacement, for a total of $12.1 million.

In other words, MARTA appears willing to
spend about 326% as much to attract new
passengers as it is willing to spend to retain
existing passengers.

Finally, if we compare the “new” and “old”
passengers, the “old” ones are far more likely
to be:

! Peoples of color

! Lower income

! To not access the transit system by
driving and parking in one of the
3,400 new parking slots at the two
new stations, thereby making the old
riders far more likely to be transit
dependent

! Residents of the MARTA sales tax
area

It has been very frustrating to attempt to
bring issues to the Board members because of
the way that  MARTA staff has structured the
materials it presents.  In a letter of June 16,
2000 from Jack L. Stephens, Jr., MARTA
Interim General Manager, to the MARTA
Board of Directors (which was not made
available to the opponents of the fare increase
prior to the meeting), Mr. Stephens states:

“As of may 2000, the Authority has
achieved only 34.9% coverage of the
prior year’s operating expense.  In
other words, the Authority has only
one month ‘cushion’ before triggering
the 35 percent requirement in the
Fiscal year 2000 Budget.”



This statement is totally misleading.  The
period that this test is applied to is not
individual months, but fiscal years.  On page
19 of its FY01 Budget, it is clearly shown that
the operating ratio for FY00 will be 37.54%
and, for FY01, 43.01% (including the $6.6
million in additional revenue from the fare
increase).  Without the additional fare revenue,
and without any other change that is within
MARTA’s ability to implement, the operating
ratio would be 40.76%.  Therefore, despite
the improper impression that Mr. Stephens
presented to his Board, there is absolutely no
question that MARTA will not violate the
35% requirement – based on data and
calculations in MARTA’s own budget.

On the next page, Mr. Stephens states:

“Furthermore, the analysis presented
by Dr. Bullard has a “material flaw” in
the assumptions.  Dr. Bullard’s analysis
assumes that the interest from the
Capital Reserve can be included in the
calculation of Operating Revenue for
purposes of the 35 percent rule.  This
is inconsistent with how MARTA
interprets the rule and inconsistent
with how MARTA has presented its
financial results to the Board,
Regulators, and the Public.”

In its calculation of compliance with the 35%
test in the FY01 budget on page 19, MARTA
specifically includes Capital Reserve interest in its
calculation.  Evidently, MARTA’s
interpretation of this issue has changed since it
prepared it budget, for reasons that cannot be
determined from the provisions of the
MARTA Act, which states [Section 9. (H)(4)]:

“For purposes of this subsection,
“transit operating revenue” means all
fees, user charges, contract payments,
or other monies or income received or
derived by the Authority: ...

(B) From the investment of
reserve funds to the extent such
investment income may ... be used to

pay operating costs;”

which is exactly what MARTA is proposing
to use these funds for in its FY01 Budget.

Finally, Mr. Stephens states:

“... it should be pointed out that Dr.
Bullard’s plan draws down over $23
million of capital reserve interest
funds and leaves the Authority with
only a $4.3 million carry-over or just
over five days working cash.”

While the $23 million and $4.3 million
figures are correct for the drawdowns and 
interest balance in the Capital Reserve Fund,
Mr. Stephens somehow forgets to mention
that MARTA will begin FY01 with a total of
$76.3 million in the Capital Reserve fund,
plus $15.7 million in the Operating Fund. 
Also, the “five day working cash” figure is
correct only if MARTA does not receive any
operating revenues during these five days, a
highly unlikely occurrence, baring major
natural disasters that would make a temporary
cash deficit the least of the concerns of the
MARTA Board and General Manager.  Even
if MARTA were somehow to temporary find
itself in a negative cash position – which does
not appear to be very likely – its credit is
certainly strong enough to ensure that short-
term borrowings should not be a problem. 

This type of approach to balancing rail system
expansion vs. retaining existing transit system
riders – particularly low-income, transit-
dependent, peoples of color who reside in the
taxation district and have been paying their
sales taxes for years – and a question arises: 
What is the primary goal of the transit
system, constructing an expensive, impressive
rail transit system, or carrying passengers?

LAS VEGAS

Las Vegas is currently considering two related
rail transit projects, a “private” extension of
the existing .7 mile, two-station MGM
Grand-Bally’s Monorail into a 3.9 mile,



seven-station Monorail that would connect
several Las Vegas “Strip” Resort Corridor
hotel/casinos with the Las Vegas Convention
Center, and a public extension of the proposed
3.9 mile Monorail from approximately
McCarran International Airport through the
Strip to the City of Las Vegas downtown.13 
While both proposals are interesting in and of
themselves, when the two are combined, their
congruence is more interesting still.

The cost of the “private” Monorail has
increased from an original estimate of $65
million,14 all to be provided by the Strip
Resorts it would connect, to a project that will
be financed by $650 million in tax-exempt
bonds to be issued by the State of Nevada, to
be repaid by fares and other operating revenues. 
Under the proposed financing structure, there
would be no backing for the bonds other than
fares, with neither the State, nor the Monorail
owners and promoters, nor the Resorts that
would be connected to the Monorail, having
any legal responsibility for making debt service
payments.

The “private” Monorail promoters have been
not at all held back by the well-known fact
that there is not a transit system in the United
States that has covered its operating costs for
decades, let alone make any contribution
towards what will be tens of millions of dollars
per year of debt service costs.  They point to
the “unique” nature of the Las Vegas Resort
Corridor as proof that the debt will be
investment grade.

The key factor behind the financial plan is
that, in its first year of operation, the 3.9 mile,
seven station Monorail is projected to produce
52,433 boardings per day at a fare of $2.50 for

all comers.15  That this level of ridership is
higher than all but one light rail line in the
U.S. (the 21.4 mile, 22 station Long Beach-
Los Angeles Blue Line), or that the annual
fare and advertising revenue – $56.0 million
for 200316 – is considerably more than all of
the comparable revenues of the light rail
systems in Baltimore, Buffalo, Los Angeles,
Portland, Sacramento, Saint Louis, and San
Jose – combined.17

To prove the ridership projection, the
proponents commissioned a “stated preference
survey,” a common type of inquiry of a
sample of potential riders to help determine
what ridership is likely to be generated at
various price points.  Based on this survey and
other work, Ray Tillman of URS, in a
communication intended for the State of
Nevada hearing officer re the State agreeing to
issue the tax-exempt debt, stated, “It is to be
noted that URS model runs at zero and other
fare levels have been run, and the difference in
ridership between zero fare and $2.50 fare is
20 percent18.”  (This statement was
responding, in part, to statements made at the
public hearing that surveys of riders of two
existing Las Vegas Monorails, the Mandalay
Bay-Excalibur and the MGM Grand-Bally’s,
that ridership would drop off 84% and 86%,
respectively, if the fare was increased from
“free” to $2.00 and $2.50, respectively).19

13 Parson Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc., Resort
Corridor Major Investment Study – Summary Report,
October 9, 1997, for the Regional Transportation
Commission of Clark County.

14 Lisa Kim Bach, “Resorts Hoping to Expand Monorail
Route,” Las Vegas Review-Journal, May 4, 1997.

15 URS Greiner Woodward Cylde, Forecasts of Rideship
and Revenue for the Proposed Seven-Station Las Vegas
Monorail System, Prepared for Las Vegas Monorail,
Inc., April, 2000, page 39.

16 URS, page 43.

17 These eight line light rail lines [two in Los Angeles]
had a total of 138.9 miles of track and 180 stations.

18 Memorandum, Ray Tillman, URS to Bob Broadbet,
Las Vegas Monorail, Inc., “Comments on Testimony
at the June 8, Public Hearing of the Nevada
Department of Business and Industry,” June 12,
2000, page 2.

19 Monorail Hearing, Thursday, June 8, 2000,
Condensed Transcript and Concordance, testimony
of Stephen Peak, Hale Lane Peak Dennison Howard



Given the responses to one set of questions on
the stated preference survey – for which URS
was responsible – Mr. Tillman’s above remarks
were most remarkable.  When specifically
asked the question, “What are the number of
new trips potential Monorail users would
make to a new location at
$1.50/$2.00/$2.50,” ridership would fall off
26% from $1.50 to $2.00, 30% from $2.00
to $2.50, and 48% from $1.50 to $2.50.20 
Mr. Tillman’s 20% ridership reduction from
free to $2.50 is totally inconsistent with the
data in his own stated preference survey, while
the 84% and 86% reductions in the above
surveys are not at all inconsistent.

Another interesting factor is the specification
of the Bombardier Mark VI Monorail as the
technology for the Monorail – a choice that
would also require that the longer, “public”
Monorail also use the same technology on a
sole-source basis.  There are at least two
interesting aspects of this choice:

! The proposed Bombardier Monorail
has a rather low passenger carrying
capacity, which is particularly
interesting given that both the
“private” and “public” Monorails are
projected to have some of the highest
passenger loads of any recent transit
guideway.  The 240-foot Monorail
trains have significantly less capability
for “transit work” (in this context,
passenger miles per hour) than
conventional light rail vehicles (LRV)
in comparable, grade separated
guideways.  Some of the difference is
due to the slower top speed and
acceleration of the Monorails, but
most is due to the passenger loads – a

single 90-foot LRV can carry more
people than a 240-foot Monorail
Train.  The carrying capacity of
Monorail is so limited that it would
appear to take hours to clear the
ridership that would be generated at
the Las Vegas Convention Center by
the commencement of a major
convention session, which is
supposedly one of the main purposes
of these Monorails.21  Indeed, if the
“private” Monorail does actually
produce its projected ridership, there
appears to be virtually no capacity left
to carry the additional very high
ridership projected for the “public”
Monorail.

! The cost per mile of the Bombardier
technology appears very high by peer
comparisons.  Compared to other
Monorail projects, the cost per mile
of the 3.9 mile Monorail project is
the most expensive of all and 314%
of the average of its peers.22 
Compared to contemporary U.S.
urban light rail projects, the cost per
mile is the second highest, 210% of
the average of the peer projects23 –

and Anderson at page 89 and David Freeman, Venetian
Hotel and Casino at page 261.

20 Memorandum, Tom Adler and Leslie Rimmer,
Resource Systems Group, Inc. to Ray Tillman and Art
Pratt, URS/Greiner, “Initial Model Results for Las
Vegas Monorail,” 10 March 1999, page 8.  Relative
levels of ridership computed by author from raw data
in above.

21 Thomas A. Rubin, letter to Steven M. Ghiglieri,
Chief Office of Business and Finance and Planning,
Department of Business and Industry, State of
Nevada, “MGM Grand-Bally’s Monorail LLC Inc.
Applicaiton for Revenue Bond Financing, December
8, 1999, pages 35-49.

22 Author’s calculations from cost and mileage data
from The Monorail Web Site.

23 Author’s calculations from cost and mileage data
from U.S. DOT/FTA, Annual Report on New Starts
– Proposed Allocations of Funds for Fiscal year 2001 –
Report of the Secretary of Transportation to the United
States Congress Pursuant to 49 U.S.C. 5309(o)(1),
March 6, 2000.

(The project that was more expensive is the Tres
Urbano project in San Juan, which was
approximately 36% more expensive per mile.  This
project is an extreme high capacity, high speed light
rail system that travers a very densely populated
urban area.)



and the light rail systems all have far
more capacity to move people than the
Monorail.

The interesting part of the project is that there
is virtually no risk for the Resorts that are
promoting the Monorail project, but very high
risk for the bondholders.  Given that the
owners of the current Monorail will be
significant money ahead after they sell it to the
new Monorail, escape responsibility for the
expensive upcoming train replacement or
rehabilitation, transfer all responsibility for
future operating costs to the new “fare
subsidized” Monorail operator, and take a large
tax deduction for the value of easements that
will be “donated” to the new entity, there is
virtually no way that they cannot come out
ahead.  However, the bondholders will only be
paid after the Monorail operating costs and
capital renewal and replacement requirements
are covered, even a fairly minor shortfall in
ridership or advertising revenues could have a
major negative impact on the bondholders. 
Also, given that there is arguably a very large
“private” benefit to be produced for the
Resorts by the Monorail, there is considerable
question if the tax-exempt bonds will stand up
to the scrutiny of the U.S. Internal Revenue
Service.

WHAT IS TRANSIT’S MISSION?

The mission of transit is to maximize the
mobility of people, with specific emphasis on
the provision of transportation for residents
who do not have other transportation options.
Transit professionals often break transit users
into two groups, the “transit-dependent” and
“choice” riders. Choice riders, by definition, 
have access to an automobile for the specific
trip under discussion and the ability to use it.
Transit-dependent riders, on the other hand,
either cannot drive due to age, physical
condition, or other factors; do not own or
have access to an automobile for this particular
trip; or cannot afford to use their automobile
for this particular trip. In the real world, there
are many shades between “pure” transit-
dependent and “pure” choice riders, where the

availability, quality, and price of transit can
make a significant difference in decisions,
including, in some cases, the decision to buy a
car or not. 

Reducing Traffic Congestion
There are a large number of things that transit
cannot do. It cannot relieve traffic congestion
because it simply does not carry enough
people to have an impact in all but a few
areas. For example, in most urbanized areas, if
it were somehow possible to reverse the
decades-long reduction in transit market share
and double transit usage over the next decade,
the percentage of drivers taken off the road
would be only a small fraction of the increase
in population and congestion.

Reducing Air Quality Problems
Transit is also not very effective at reducing
air quality problems. As stated above, when
transit’s market share is in the low single digit
range, there is not much impact that can be
measured. Also, trying to clean the air by
encouraging choice riders to use transit is a
fool’s errand – their cars are generally so clean
already that the marginal impact to air quality
is minimal. In fact, the only demonstrable
way that transit can have an impact on air
quality is by providing more services to the
marginally transit-dependent, in order to
lessen the usage of older, very dirty vehicles
that emit 100 or even 1,000 times more
pollutants than more modern, well-tuned
cars.

Can transit “shape cities?”
By itself, no. By coordination with the
application of zoning and tax abatements,
certain small development effects may be
possible over periods of decades. However,
such cooperation in the U.S. is very rare and,
very few real world people appear interested in
living in the densified, transit oriented cities
that are so popular with many urban planners.



Can Transit Create Jobs? Can It Stimulate
the Local Economy?
Well, to some extent. However, operating transit
systems have far more effect, especially locally,
than capital projects. First, since operations
generate revenues in the form of fares,
advertising, etc., it takes fewer taxpayer dollars to
create a dollar of expenditures for operations
than for capital. Second, building a transit system
doesn’t take anyone to a job, to school, to
shopping, or to recreation, only operating a
transit system does. Third, a very high
percentage of the costs of operating transit
systems stays in the local area. However, the
majority of the costs of capital improvements are
spent outside of the local area, and many, such as
purchase of new rail cars, are outside the U.S.
borders.

However, it must be remembered that most of
the funds that are spent on transit are what are
known to economists as “transfer payments,” or,
in lay terms, your tax dollars. How many
taxpayers believe that their governments are
better at spending, or investing, their dollars than
they are?

What Transit Can Do
What transit can do is provide transit for the
transit-dependent. If certain choice riders wish to
use transit, well, good for them, and we certainly
shouldn’t push them away. However, the dirty
little secret of transit is that it costs far more to
carry a choice rider than a transit-dependent
rider, because unless the choice rider is given
absolutely everything he/she want in a transit
system, he/she will, by definition, make a choice
and not use transit. In order to attract a choice
rider, he/she must be presented with a transit
option that goes from where he/she is to where
he/she wants to go, when he/she wants to go, at
a high speed of travel, with high trip frequency,
in a comfortable environment, with very high
reliability, with a minimum of transfers-
preferably none, with high actual and perceived
safety, with the “proper” level of status
commensurate with the choice riders view of
his/her position in the world, and, at low cost.
Unless the transit option scores at least
minimum levels of quality on all of these

criteria, with at least one of the criterion being
significantly better than the single passenger
auto or other option, it is extremely easy for the
choice rider to elect to use his/her automobile.
Since transit-dependent riders use transit for
non-work trips during non-peak hours, many
of these trips are relatively inexpensive to
provide, while choice riders utilize transit
almost exclusively for home-to-work trips, the
most expensive trips for transit operators (with
the possible exception of adding special trips to
sporting and cultural events). Since choice riders
generally tend to have longer home-to-work
commutes than do transit-dependent riders,
their trips are generally more expensive to
provide than transit-dependent home-to-work
trips; first, because long-haul commuter express
trips generally have far fewer standees than local
trips, and second, because these long-haul
suburban trips are extremely difficult to link
with other transit trips. Therefore, if a choice
must be made between service to transit-
dependent and choice riders, the decision must
err strongly on the side of transit for the transit-
dependent and marginally transit-dependent.
First, these riders, by definition, have few, if
any, options and second, far more transit-
dependent riders can be carried for the same
number of taxpayer dollars than can choice
riders. Why should taxpayer dollars be spent to
attract people to transit who really are not all
that interested in using it when there are so
many people who truly need improvements to
their mobility? It is not that the desires for
transit improvements for transit-dependent
riders are that much different from those of
choice riders, it is just that transit-dependent
riders do not have much choice but to continue
to use transit, no matter how difficult the
access, how poor the quality of service, and how
expensive the fare.



A BRIGHT FUTURE FOR 

MASS TRANSIT: 
BETTER BUS ALTERNATIVES

In almost all cases, improved bus transit services
can be, at a minimum, extremely competitive
with rail transit alternatives and bus is frequently
a clear and convincing winner in any fair
competition. The key word here is “fair,”
because many such modal competitions are
stacked against all but the preselected winner,
which is virtually always rail transit. (See for
example, John F. Kain, “The Use of Straw Men
in the Economic Evaluation of Rail Transport
Projects,” Transportation Economics, Vol. 12,
No. 2, for a discussion of how the Metropolitan
Transit Authority of Harris County [Houston,
Texas] developed a sub-optimal bus plan to
compare to the favored rail plan, and how the
rankings were reversed by specifying a “Better
Bus” alternative.)

Bus transit has several advantages over rail
modes:

• Bus capital costs are generally a small
fraction of rail costs.

• Bus operating costs and subsidies are
generally extremely competitive with
rail.

• Bus and rail travel speeds are comparable
in similar operating environments; that
is, street-running light rail speeds are
comparable to standard urban bus speeds
when the distances between stops are
similar; separated guideway rail and bus
also operate at roughly similar speeds. In
the case of long-haul commuter express
type service over dedicated guideways,
buses are often significantly faster if their
guideway has “off-line” stops, which
allow express and skip-stop service,
which rail service rarely accommodates.

• Bus systems can generally be
significantly improved in less than two
years from a start date, the time required

to procure buses and hire and train
additional operators and mechanics.
Even bus system improvements that
include dedicated rights-of-way, such as
Busway/high occupancy vehicle (HOV)
lanes and bus transit malls, can
generally be implemented within a few
additional years. Rail lines often take
more than ten years to reach revenue
operation.

• Bus is a far more flexible mode and can
reach far more trip origins and
destinations than can any rail system.
Indeed, without bus, most rail lines
would be total failures because there are
not enough travelers within walking
distance, or who have access to rail
stations by other means.

• Because of its flexibility, if an error is
made in planning and implementing a
bus system, it is generally fairly easy and
inexpensive to correct. If, for example,
more buses than are needed are assigned
to a bus line, it is easy to shift them to
other routes where there is a greater
need. Conversely, if more service is
needed to a localized area, bus systems
can easily accommodate increased
demand. It is also far easier to
implement dedicated rubber tire
guideways in small segments, unlike rail
guideways, where there is a huge up-
front commitment to minimum
operable segments before any service is
begun. Most rail modes require
electrical power systems.

• The proper use of busways allows the
combination of collector bus service
through neighborhoods and high-speed
service over long hauls to a central
business district. By having interchange
stations on the guideway, allowing
transfers to buses going to different
destinations, bus transit can allow riders
to complete trips that would require
two or three vehicles, including a rail
vehicle, with only one or two buses.



Transfers are one of the greatest
difficulties in attracting riders to transit,
so avoiding or minimizing transfers is a
very significant advantage. 

Operating Costs of Bus and Rail
Rail proponents frequently show the costs of bus
and rail modes in the same city to “prove” that
rail has lower operating costs. It is certainly true
that when the analysis is done by comparing
system-wide bus and rail costs, rail costs are
generally somewhat lower on a per passenger and
per passenger mile basis. For example, according
to the American Public Transportation
Association Public Transit Fact Book 2000,
Tables 79 and 90, all U.S. transit operators in
1998 reported the following data:

Bus Light Rail

Cost/Passenger $2.05    $1.83
Cost/Passenger-Mile     .54        .45
Subsidy/Passenger           1.36      1.28
Subsidy/Passenger-Mile    .36        .31

From these data, light rail holds a clear, although
not very large, advantage in all performance
indicators.

However, this is an incomplete representation of
the true costs of light rail and bus systems. First,
because light rail is so expensive to construct, it
is generally only utilized on the most heavily
utilized transit routes. Therefore, all light rail
lines in the population are productive, cost
effective, high use lines, while the bus data is for
all types of lines, including many that are used
little and are expensive to operate. Indeed, not
only does bus have to yield the most productive
lines to rail, but bus feeder/distributor routes to
rail stations are generally some of the least
productive lines in the system.

There is generally a great range of performance
results for bus lines in a specific system. For
example, for the Los Angeles County
Metropolitan Transportation Authority’s 125
bus lines, the average subsidy per passenger was
$1.07 in fiscal year 1997, but subsidies per
passenger by bus line ranged from a low of 43¢

to a high of $16.36. Over 20% of the
passengers had a subsidy under 80¢ and over
10% had a subsidy under 60¢. Where there is
high utilization of bus service, subsidies drop
very significantly as the costs are spread over
more passengers.

The big factor, however, is that the above
comparison does not include capital costs. Since
capital costs are generally only 10% to 30% of
total costs of bus service, as compared to 70%
to 90% of the total costs of an urban rail
service, this omission is crucial in bus-rail
comparisons– and the omission must not be
accepted.

The only truly valid way to compare the costs
of bus and rail transit along a specific transit
corridor is to test, or model, the costs for these
modes in that specific corridor, using similar
and valid assumptions regarding operations.

There are a variety of techniques that can be of
great assistance in customizing rubber-tire
transit to specific local transportation
requirements, including:

• Express bus service from suburbs to
central business districts, and from low-
income housing areas to suburban jobs,
particularly on HOV lanes and/or
dedicated busways that can greatly
speed travel times

• Timed-transfer bus operations in less
densely populated areas, where all buses
meet at the same place, allowing
transfers between all routes (similar to
airline hub-and-spoke operations)

• Bus transit malls, such as the highly
successful ones in Portland and Denver,
where buses operate with very high
frequencies through high-density retail,
c o m m e r c i a l ,  c u l t u r a l ,  a n d
entertainment districts on dedicated
streets or bus lanes with extensive
pedestrian amenities, often free to all
users



• Busways and HOV lanes that can be
combined with high occupancy toll
(HOT) lanes, allowing single occupancy
auto drivers to access the “fast lane” for
a fee, thereby providing a significant new
source of funding for surface
transportation improvements

• Use of competitive contracting for
transit service, including encouraging the
existing transit operator and its labor
unions to “sharpen its pencil” and cut
operating costs

• Use of smaller transit vehicles at higher
frequencies of service in areas where
demand for transit does not require full-
size buses

• Encouragement of private and
“entrepreneurial” transit options, such as
jitneys, “club buses” (employer-
sponsored bus transit service), and other
innovative modes to free up public
funds for other uses

• Employer-subsidized bus transit passes
and other fare reduction programs

• “Guaranteed ride home” programs for
potential transit users who are worried
about responding to family emergencies

• Encouragement of increased transit
utilization by significant fare reductions

Transit is only part in the overall surface
transportation system, which is of course
dominated by automobiles. The best transit
plans will be carefully integrated with the overall
surface transportation plans.

DEDICATED FUNDING

One of the arguments that is most often heard
for rail is that there are huge funding sources that
are available for rail that cannot be utilized for
any other purpose. For example, over the past
decade, it is often asserted that the Federal
Section 5309 “New Rail Starts” program will
provide up to 75% of the cost of building new

rail lines.

The problem with this is that there is no federal
“New Rail Starts” grant funding program.
There is a “New Starts” program, and it is one
of the biggest federal grant programs, with 40%
of the total discretionary funding for major
urbanized areas (UZA), but it is not in any way
exclusive to rail. It can and has been utilized for
major rubber tire transportation programs, such
as providing a half billion dollars of funding for
Houston’s busway/HOV program. Similarly,
what used to be known as “Rail
Modernization,” encompassing another 40% of
the discretionary funding, is now “Fixed
Guideway Modernization,” and can and is
being used for “rubber tire” guideways, bus
purchases, and similar non-rail projects.

In fact, there is actually more federal funding
usable for bus than for rail. The other 20% of
major UZA discretionary funding is dedicated
to bus and cannot be utilized for rail.

It is true that far more of the “New Starts” and
“Fixed Guideway Modernization” funds have
gone for rail projects than for bus projects.
However, the reason is not that the law does
not allow bus projects, or even that it favors rail
projects. Rather, the underlying reason is simply
that because the proposed grantee must ask for
funds for a specific purpose most grantees ask
for funding for rail projects.

There are a number of state and local funding
sources that are dedicated for rail, or give
preference for rail projects. These are a function
of the sponsors of the funding programs
writing the language to include these
restrictions. This is not in any way evidence that
rail projects are better than bus projects, only
that there is, at times, more campaign funding
available to support rail taxes than for bus taxes,
namely because there are many major
contractors, suppliers, and consultants that
stand to make far more money from very large
rail construction projects than  from bus
projects. In these situations, the legal restrictions
were put there by passage of laws and/or
referendums and initiatives, and they can be



changed in the same way, if the public is willing
to push for such change. 

NEW RAIL CONSTRUCTION – A

PRODUCT OF A FAILED SYLLOGISM?

After considering the above, some readers may
be asking, why is there such a great desire to
build rail in so many U.S. cities? Some of the
reason may be found in a surprising simple
explanation – a faulty syllogism.

Syllogisms, the reader may recall, are those three-
step logic things we all learned in high school –
you, know, “If A, then B: if B, then C;
therefore, If A, then C.” The specific syllogism
that leads to rail construction can be stated as
follows:

If we do nothing, things will get worse.
Building rail is doing something.
Therefore, we must build rail.

If one doesn’t look too close, this sounds good.
After all, in almost every city of any size at all,
transportation is certainly getting worse. Travel
times are going up, delays lead to air quality
problems, people can’t get to their jobs, goods
can’t get to where they need to go, etc. This is
bad, we don’t like bad things, therefore we must
do whatever we can to try to keep things from
getting worse.

It is most definitely not sufficient to justify
building a rail line by concluding that things will
get worse if nothing is done. In order to justify
building a rail line, it must first be shown that
building a rail line will make things get better.
However, this is a necessary, not a sufficient,
condition. To justify building a rail line, it not
only must be shown that building the rail line
will make things get better, but that building a
rail line will do a better job of making things
better than other available options, and that the
costs and benefits of building the rail line (with
the understanding that, for these purposes,
“costs” and “benefits” should be interpreted in a

very broad sense, including, but not limited to,
monetary factors) meet acceptable standards.

In my opinion, it has not been demonstrated
that many of the rail lines recently constructed,
now under construction, or proposed for
construction in the United States meet the
second and third tests above – and there are
many examples of how badly these tests are
failed. Indeed, several of the rail lines proposed
have not even been shown to have met the first
test. For many of these lines, the proponents’
models show total transit usage declining after
the rail lines are implemented, after
expenditures of hundreds of millions or billions
of dollars, making it difficult to determine why
they were ever seriously considered at all.

Many local rail proponents become enamored
with a specific fancy transportation technology,
or believe that “we need rail to be a world class
city.” These types of solutions looking for
problems to solve are bound to fail, as has been
proven many times over. Similarly, those that
are attracted by what they are told of huge piles
of federal funds that will finance the project do
not understand the size of the waiting list for
such projects, the huge local funds required, and
that federal funds are generally available for
non-rail transit projects that would provide far
greater benefits at far lower cost.

HOW SHOULD TRANSIT CAPITAL DECISIONS

BE MADE?

For many years, the U.S. Department of
Transportation/Federal Transit Administration
(FTA) has promulgated a very fine decision
methodology which is now part of the Major
Investment Study and related requirements.
When properly utilized, this procedure will
compare several options for each proposed
transit corridor – for example, light rail against
a busway or dedicated bus lanes vs. an HOV
lane vs. Transit Systems Management (low
capital cost improvements to existing systems),
and the “no build” option, considering costs
and benefits in both monetary and other
measures, and evaluating each option in a fair
and consistent manner against pre-established



evaluation criteria. However, like all tools, the
quality of the finished product depends upon
how the tool is used.

It is extremely simple to make various
assumptions that will produce a pre-selected
result. Examples of this type of butcher’s thumb
on scale, all of which have been utilized in recent
rail transit project justification studies, include:

• Assuming that potential passengers will
walk one mile to ride a train, but only
one-quarter mile to catch a bus

• Assuming that future real estate
expansion will be centered only around
rail stations

• Performing an analysis of only the
favored rail proposal, rather than
presenting any meaningful alternatives

• Assuming that rail vehicles will travel at
speeds higher than can reasonably be
obtained

• Assuming that the “transfer penalty”
(loss of ridership caused by passengers
who dislike transfers) is very small

• Assuming steep future increases in fuel
and parking costs and/or major parking
restrictions

• Assuming high-speed arterial bus lanes
perpendicular to rail lines that will allow
passengers to reach rail stations much
faster, but no such lanes that are parallel
to the rail lines, which would compete
for passengers

• Assuming that major bus lines will be
terminated when rail operations begin,
forcing transit users to transfer to rail –
even when the bus line is much faster

• Assuming rail fares that are much
cheaper than bus fares 

How can this type of pre-determined-results

study be avoided? By the local community
insisting that its transit agency conduct an
honest evaluation in the clearest and most
powerful manner. Even then, because of the
complexity of the modeling process, there are
very few transit agency Board members who
have the technical knowledge, or the time, to be
able to do their own verification of the validity
of the results. An outside, independent
evaluator is highly recommended. However, the
key is “independent.” Many of the people who
have the necessary knowledge often have an
interest in seeing large-scale capital projects
approved.

Many poor transit guideway projects are
justified by their “secondary” benefits, such as
job creation, traffic congestion relief,
environmental impact, “building better cities,”
etc. These should be given very little weight in
the final analysis. As discussed above, transit
generally has very little significant impact in
these areas and, to the extent that such impact
does exist, it is almost directly proportional to
the number of passengers carried. Therefore,
putting the major weight on the key
characteristic of transit – moving as many
people as possible as fast as possible at the least
possible public sector subsidy – will incorporate
these other considerations quite well.

Another key is community involvement, early,
often, and continuously. The people who will
be using the proposed transit system should be
present at the creation, providing their unique
perspective on what is needed.

AN ENDING NOTE

Several months ago, I was attending a public
hearing that was considering transit guideway
options for some specific corridors in a major
city. The options being presented included a
type of Rapid Bus and light rail. One of the
speakers got up and stated, “I don’t care how
good you say this new type of bus service is
going to be, if you want to get me out of my
car, you’re going to have to give me my rail
line. There is nothing on Earth that is going to
get me on a bus.”



I spoke a few minutes later. I first pointed out
that the proposed Rapid Bus system would be
about 5% to 10% faster for her, origin to
destination, and that it could be up and running
in no more than two years, vs. at least ten years
for light rail. Then I pointed out that the high
cost of light rail meant that the subsidy per
passenger would be at least three times, and
more likely five times, higher. At this point, she
broke in to my presentation and yelled, “I don’t
care what you say, if I don’t get my rail line, I
won’t take transit!”

I turned to her and said, “Madam, if the choice
is, carrying you for $10 or carrying five other
people, who desperately need transit because they
don’t have any other transportation options,
then I hope you enjoy your drive.”

Thomas A. Rubin, CPA, CMA, CMC, CIA,
CGFM, CFM is the former Treasurer and
Controller of the Southern California Transit
District (Los Angeles) and founded the transit
practice of Deloitte, Haskins, and Sells (now
Deloitte and Touche). He also serves as a key
technical advisor to the NAACP Western Legal
Defense Fund in its efforts to assure fair access to
transit.


